The effects of MHD free convection heat and mass transfer of power-law Non-Newtonian fluids along a stretching sheet with viscous dissipation has been analyzed. This has been done under the simultaneous action of suction, thermal radiation and uniform transverse magnetic field. The stretching sheet is assumed to continuously moving with a power-law velocity and maintaining a uniform surface heat-flux. The governing non-linear partial differential equations are transformed into non-linear ordinary differential equations, using appropriate similarity transformations and the resulting problem is solved numerically using Nachtsheim-Swigert shooting iteration technique along with sixth order Runge-Kutta integration scheme. A parametric study of the parameters arising in the problem such as the Eckert number due to viscous dissipation, radiation number, buoyancy parameter, Schmidt number, Prandtl number etc are studied and the obtained results are shown graphically and the physical aspects of the problem are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Considerable interest has recently been shown in radiation interaction with free convection for heat transfer in fluid. This is due to the significant role of thermal radiation in the surface heat transfer when convection heat transfer is small particularly in free convection problems involving absorbing-emitting fluids. Hot rolling, drawings of plastic films and artificial fibers, glass fiber production, metal extrusion are examples of such physical applications. Many manufacturing processes involve the cooling of continuous sheets or filaments by drawing them through a quiescent fluid which are stretched during the drawing process. The final product of required characteristics depend to a great extent on the rate of cooling which can be controlled by drawing such sheets in an electrically conducting fluid and subject to magnetic field. Sakiadis (1961) , first presented boundary layer flow over a continuous solid surface moving with constant speed. Elbashbeshy (1998) investigated heat transfer over a stretching surface with variable and uniform surface heat flux subject to injection and suction. Vajravelu and Hadjinicolaou (1997) studied the convective heat transfer in an electrically conducting fluid near an isothermal stretching sheet and studied the effect of internal heat generation or absorption. Also, Glauert (1961) analyzed magnetohydro-dynamic boundary layer on a flat plate.
The study of non-Newtonian fluid flow and heat transfer over a stretched surface gets attention because numerous industrially important fluids exhibit non linear relationship between shear stress and rate of strain such as polymer solution, molten plastics, pulps, paints and foods. Rajgopal et al. (1984) studied flow of viscoelastic fluid over stretching sheet. Dandapat and Gupta (2005) extended the problem to study heat transfer and Datti et al. (2005) analyzed the problem over a non-isothermal stretching sheet. The MHD boundary layer flow over a continuously moving plate for a micropolar fluid has been studied by Rahaman and Sattar (2006) and Raptis (1998) . Several authors (Anderson et al., 1992; Mahmod and Mahmoud, 2006; Chen and Chen, 1988) adopted the non-linearity relation as power-law dependency of shear stress on rate of strain. Recently, Chen (2008) studied the effect of magnetic field and suction/injection on the flow of power-law non-Newtonian fluid over a power-law stretched sheet subject to a surface heat flux. All the above investigations are restricted to MHD flow and heat transfer problems. However, of late, the radiation effect on MHD flow and heat transfer problems has become more important industrially. Many processes in engineering areas occur at high temperatures and the knowledge of radiative heat transfer becomes very important for the design of the pertinent equipments. Nuclear power plants, gas turbines and the various propulsion devices for aircrafts, missiles, satellites and space vehicles are examples of such engineering areas. There are various kinds of high temperature systems such as a heat exchanger and an internal combustor, in which the radiation may not be negligible in comparison with the conductive and convective heat transfer. During combustion of a hydrocarbon fuel and the particles such as soot and coal suspended in a hot gas flow absorb, emit and scatter the radiation. The interaction of radiation with hydromagnetic flow has become industrially more prominent in the processes wherever high temperatures occur. El-Hakiem (2008) investigated radiation effect on a heated surface Takhar et al. (1996) . Analyzed the radiation effects on MHD free convection flow past a semi-infinite vertical plate using Runge-Kutta Merson quadrature. Ali et al. (1984) studied radiation effects on free convection flow over a horizontal plate. Chamkha et al. (2001) analyzed radiation effects on free convection flow past a semiinfinite vertical plate.
In the present paper, the problem studied by Chen (2008) has been extended for the case of free convection to analyze the effect of viscous dissipation. This study has also been carried out to investigate the effects of MHD free convection on both heat and mass transfer of power-law non-Newtonian fluids along a continuously moving stretching sheet.
METHODOLOGY
Governing equations: Let us consider a steady two dimensional MHD free convection laminar boundary layer flow of a viscous incompressible and electrically conducting fluid obeying the power-law model along a permeable stretching sheet under the influence of thermal radiation. Introducing the Cartesian co-ordinate system, the X-axis is taken along the stretching sheet in the vertically upward direction and the Y-axis is taken normal to the sheet. Two equal and opposite forces are introduced along the X-axis, so that the sheet is stretched. This continuous sheet is assumed to move with a velocity according to a power-law from, i.e., = and be subject to a surface heat. The ambient temperature of the flow is ∞ and the concentration of the uniform flow is ∞ . The fluid is considered to be gray, absorbing-emitting radiation but non-scattering medium and the Rossland approximation is used to describe the radiactive heat flux in the energy equation. The concentration is assumed to be non-reactive. The radioactive heat flux in the X-direction is considered negligible in comparison to the Y-direction. A strong magnetic field is comparison in comparison to the applied magnetic field. The electrical current flowing in the fluid gives rise to an induced magnetic field if the fluid was an electrical insulator, but here we have taken the fluid to be the electrically conducting. Hence, only the applied magnetic field plays a role which gives rise to magnetic forces = in the X-direction, where is the electrical conductivity, is the magnetic field strength (magnetic induction) and is the density of the fluid. Under the above assumptions, the governing equations for the flow fields are represented as follows:
The radiative heat flux is described by the Rosseland approximation such that:
where, 1 is the Stefan-Boltzman constant and 1 is the Rosseland mean absorption coefficient. It is assumed that the temperature difference within the flow is sufficiently small such that 4 can be expressed in a Taylor series about the free steam temperature ∞ and then neglecting higher-order terms. This results in the following approximation:
Using (5) and (6) in the last term of Eq. (3), we obtain:
Introducing in Eq. (3), we obtain the following governing boundary layer equations as: 
The appropriate boundary conditions are:
where, u and v are the velocity components, K is the consistency coefficient, c p is the specific heat at constant pressure, B (x) is the magnetic field, T is the temperature of the fluid layer, is the acceleration due to gravity, is the volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion, is the electric conductivity, is the density of the fluid, is the thermal diffusivity, is the thermal conductivity of the fluid, n is the flow behavior index, is the radiative heat flux. is the velocity component at the wall having positive value to indicate suction and negative value for injection and is surface heat flux. The power index p indicates surface is accelerated or decelerated for positive and negative values, respectively.
Similarity analysis:
In order to obtain a similarity solution of the problem, we introduce a similarity parameter δ( ) such that δ( ) is a length scale. We now introduce the following dimensionless variables:
where, ψ is the stream function, is the dimensionless distance normal to the sheet, is the dimensionless stream function and and are the dimensionless fluid temperature and concentration respectively. Using the transformations from Eq. (13) to (16) in Eq. (9) to (11), we obtain the following dimensionless equations as:
The transformed boundary conditions are:
where, = 2 is the magnetic field parameter,
is the local Eckert number due to viscous dissipation, is the local Reynolds number.
Here, we note that the magnetic field strength B should be proportional to to the power of ( − 1) 2 ⁄ to eliminate the dependence of M on , i.e., ( ) = 0 ( −1) 2 ⁄ , where 0 is a constant. The parameters of engineering interest for the present problem are skin friction Coefficient � �, local Nusselt number ( ) and local Sherwood number ( ℎ ), which indicate physically wall shear stress, local wall heat transfer rate and local mass transfer rate respectively. The skin friction Coefficient � � is given by:
The local Nusselt number is defined as:
or,
And the local Sherwood number ( ℎ) is given by:
Thus from Eq. (21) to (23), we see that the skin friction coefficient � � local Nusselt number ( ) and Sherwood number ( ℎ) are proportional to
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The system of transformed governing Eq. (17)- (19) is solved numerically using Nachtsheim and Swigert (1965) shooting iterative technique along with sixth order Runge-Kutta integration scheme. Now in order to discuss the results, we solve the system (17)-(19) for different physically important parameters and carry out the discussion how these parameters do effect on the velocity, temperature and concentration of the flow field. The effects of suction on the velocity, temperature and concentration profiles are shown in the Fig. 1 to 3 , respectively. Due to the effect of suction some of the retarded fluid particles are taken out from the boundary layer and thus prevent the boundary layer separation. We observe that the velocity profiles decrease with the increase of suction parameter. This indicates the fact that for a flow field of higher suction, the velocity of the fluid particle is low and velocity stabilizes very quickly (Fig. 1) near the stretching sheet. The negative values of indicates injection. For = −0.2, the velocity increases at first due to buoyancy effect ( = 5.0). The temperature and concentration profiles in Fig. 2 and 3 show a decreasing trend with the increase of suction parameter ( ). Thus it reduces the thermal and mass boundary layer thickness with the increase of the suction parameter to a significant amount.
In Fig. 4 , we see that the velocity profiles increase with the increase of buoyancy parameter ( ). However near the surface the velocity profiles behaves quite differently for different values of buoyancy parameter ( ). The velocity profiles increase rapidly for = 6.0, 10.0 near the stretching sheet up to = 0.5 and then start to decrease. Figure 5 shows the effect of buoyancy parameter ( ) on the temperature field. The temperature profiles decrease as the buoyancy parameter ( ) increases and for a fixed value of , the temperature decreases monotonically. It is observed from Fig. 6 that concentration profiles are strictly decreasing with the increase of buoyancy parameter ( ). It is clear from Fig. 4 to 6 that the buoyancy force has significant effects on the entire flow field. As increases the velocity profiles stabilize more quickly and near = 3.5, we observed a cross flow in the velocity field (Fig. 4) . The case = 0 corresponds to forced convection flow. We thus see that, the velocity profiles stablize more quickly for forced convection flow. It is quite clear from both Fig. 7 and 8 that velocity and temperature profiles decrease as the radiation parameter ( ) increases. However, the velocity profiles rise near the stretching sheet for all values of up to = 0.6 . It also clears the fact that the velocity profile and wall temperature decreases very rapidly for ≥ 1.0 to indicate that the radiation effect can be used to control the velocity and temperature of the boundary layer. The concentration profile in Fig. 9 , with increase of radiation parameter ( ), the concentration in the vicinity of the boundary layer increases. There is a notable difference in the velocity profiles between the values 0.10 and 0.50 for radiation parameter( ). This is because, at the value of 0.10 the radiation is negligible and upon reaching the value of 0.50, it becomes significant at the velocity field in the velocity boundary layer. With the increase of the radiation parameter ( ) the velocity boundary layer thickness reduces rapidly. Due to the radiation from a system, the wall temperature decreases to a great extent. From Fig. 8 , we find that our numerical results agree with the experimental phenomenon. According to the Newton's law of cooling, the rate of heat transfer is thus increased.
The effects of Eckert number ( ) on the velocity, temperature and concentration profiles are shown in Fig. 10 to 12 , respectively. We observe that the velocity and temperature fields are increasing with the increase of the Eckert number ( ). The velocity and the temperature profiles show significant change for the increase of Eckert number ( ). The temperature in the vicinity of the boundary layer increases more rapidly in Fig. 11 . There is a notable difference in the temperature profiles between the values = 2.0 and 3.0 but very small difference for the values are 0.0, 0.5, 1.0. The thermal boundary layer thickness decreases with the increase of the Eckert number ( ) with the increase of the Eckert number ( ) the thermal boundary layer thickness reduces rapidly. On the other hand in the Fig. 12 , we see that the concentration profiles slightly decrease with the increase of the Eckert number ( ). It is clear that the Eckert number ( ) has significant effects on the entire flow field.
The effect of Schmidt number ( ) on the velocity, temperature and concentration field are shown in Fig. 13 to 15 . Physically Schmidt number = 0.6 and 1.0 correspond to water vapor and methanol respectively at 25 0 and 1 . So, we observed that the presence of a heavier species (large Schmidt number) in air ( = 0.71), the velocity and temperature field remain unchanged as seen from Fig. 13 and 14 . On the other hand, Fig. 15 for concentration profiles show a sharp variation with the increase of Schmidt number ( ).
It is clear from this figure that the concentration profiles decrease to a large extent due to the increase of Schmidt number ( ). This happens due to the increase of the Schmidt number ( ), the kinematic viscosity increases and mass diffusion coefficient decreases causing the concentration profiles decrease rapidly.
From Fig. 16 we observe that the magnetic field produces a retarded action on the velocity field and decreases the velocity at a higher rate. As a result momentum boundary layer thickness decreases with the increase of the Magnetic field parameter ( ). In Fig. 17 the heat transfer increase with the increase of the magnetic field strength. This implies that the thermal boundary layer thickness increases a small amount with the increase of the Magnetic field parameter ( ). The concentration profiles in Fig. 18 also show a smaller pattern of decreasing transfer rate due to the Magnetic field parameter ( ). Figure 19 and 20 display the effect of Prandtl number ( ) on velocity and temperature profiles respectively. From both the figure we observe that the velocity and temperature profiles decrease with the increase of Prandtl number ( ). However, for = 0.71, there is a sharp rise in the velocity boundary layers near the stretching sheet. Physically = 0.71 corresponds to air at 20°C. From Fig. 20 we see that for small wall temperature is very high compared to larger values. It is clear from this figure that, for large values of Prandtl number the wall temperature is very small and so the rate of heat transfer increases rapidly for the high viscous fluids, such as petroleum oils and lubricants (typical values of Prandtl number are 10,000 to 40,000 at 20°C) Conveniently if for large values of Pr ( >> 1), then momentum boundary layer is thicker than thermal boundary layer. The opposite behavior is visible for smaller values of Pr ( << 1), so that the drag of the wall decreased. From above investigations, it follows that strongly influences the relative growth of the velocity and thermal boundary layers. On the other hand, in Fig. 21 the concentration profiles increase with the increase of Prandlt number ( ). Figure 22 illustrates that the velocity profile decreases with the increase of power-law fluid index ( ) for flows where the surface is accelerated. The temperature profiles also decrease with the increase of power-law fluid index ( ) for = 1 in the Fig. 23 . We see that the effect of power-law fluid index ( ) is more noticeable for accelerated surface flows. Concentration profiles (Fig. 24) have a little change with the increase of the power-law fluid index ( ) for flows where the surface is accelerated.
The effect of velocity index ( ) on velocity, temperature and concentration profiless are shown in the Fig. 25 to 27 for pseudo-plastic. It is clear form Fig. 25 and 27 that, velocity and concentration profiles decrease with increasing velocity index ( ) for pseudoplastic fluids and in the Fig. 26 temperature profiles are slightly increase with the increase of the velocity-index ( ) and there is a cross flow near = 2.0, in the temperature profiles. Table 1 shows the comparison of the skin friction coefficient and the local heat transfer for various values of and with = 0.5 and = 5.0. We see that the results agree well among these two sets. Table 2 lists the present calculations for the flow and heat and mass transfer characteristics, including the skin friction coefficient � 
CONCLUSION
The problem has dealt with the two dimensional heat and mass transfer free convection flow of an MHD Non-Newtonian power-law fluid along stretching sheet in the presence of magnetic field with thermal radiation and viscous dissipation. From the present investigation we can make the following conclusions:
• For the increase of the suction parameter ( ), the velocity, temperature and concentration profiles decrease significantly. So, suction stabilizes the velocity, temperature and concentration field quickly to prevent the boundary layer separation.
• Larger values of buoyancy parameter ( ) can be used to control the temperature and concentration fields.
• The temperature and concentration fields are highly influenced by Prandlt number ( ).
• The momentum boundary layer and the thermal boundary layer thickness reduce as a result of increasing radition.
• The presence of a heavier species (large ) in the flow field decrease the rate of concentration in the boundary layer.
• The velocity and temperature profiles increase while the concentration profiles decrease with the increase of the Eckert number ( ). This parameter plays important rule in case of nonNewtonian fluids compared to Newtonian fluids. The effects of Eckert number ( ) on velocity, temperature and concentration fields are significant.
• Using magnetic field we can control the flow characteristics as it has significant effects on heat and mass transfer.
• Drag of the pseudo-plastics along a stretched surface decreases as the velocity index increases.
